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24 QUESTIONS FOR CHAD STUART & JEREMY CLYDE… 

 

 

1) What were your first impressions of one another when you first met at drama 

school?  

 

CHAD: Jeremy was very self-assured. Popular with the girls. He had a guitar. We 

started hanging out and I taught him some more chords. One thing led to another 

and before long we were doing folk songs.  The next step was a terrible band called 

the Jerks. Aptly named in retrospect! We only played student dances and everyone 

was too smashed to notice how bad we were. 

 

JEREMY: That I'd met a genius, albeit one with a rather dodgy dress sense.   I 

remember a purple shirt with horror.   That said, he had the extraordinary talent of 

being able to pick up almost any instrument and play it instantly.  Also, he really 

understood theory....diminished thirds and all that.  Then he really blew me away 

when he ripped into a favourite piano boogie, “Bad Penny Blues”.   Having both 

been choristers, the harmonies seemed to come naturally, though usually with 

Chad suggesting the parts.  I learnt a great deal from him in the early years.  Still 

am learning, for that matter. 

 

 

2) What were your early musical influences and did you have common influences 

that developed your style and sound together? 

 

CHAD: I was a cathedral chorister so I had a thorough grounding in reading and 

writing music. The BBC broadcast a wide variety of radio programs so I was into a 

lot of different genres ranging from classical to swing to folk music and rock n’ 

roll.  Our so-called style was the product of my arranging. Our vocal sound was an 

accident. John Barry hated the way we sounded on our first recording session. He 

started that whispery vocal sound which I have come to despise. 

 

JEREMY: My mother used to play lots of the classic Broadway musicals, then 

singers like Peggy Lee and - of course - Sinatra.   But like everyone of my 

generation the big breakthrough was when I first heard “Heartbreak Hotel”.  After 

that everything changed, and there was Buddy and the Everly Brothers and the 

Shadows.  I had a particular thing for Josh White, and we were both into the folk 

movement, not least because it was easy for two guys with guitars. 
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3) Jeremy, you are also a very successful actor – recently appearing in an award-

winning play on London’s West End. What is it about music that keeps you 

still involved after 50 years? 

 

JEREMY: I note with horror that I have been earning a living, more or less, as a 

professional actor for...deep breath...fifty years.  I guess that is a clue as to where 

my priorities lie.  The trouble is that the music keeps pouring out, and we 

somehow ended up on different continents.   Nowadays it's accepted that actors 

can have other interests, but back in the 60's & 70's you were regarded with deep 

suspicion if you crossed the line.  I was at a party given by the great Annie Ross 

(Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, for you jazzbo's) in London in the late 70's and 

asked a tall Canadian chap what he did.  When he answered " I'm a lyricist " it was 

as if a light bulb had been switched on. Now David Pierce and I have a drawer full 

of songs, amongst them “Zanzibar Sunset”, which people seem to like.  I'm 

appalled when I look back at some of my early lyrics.  It is so much easier to pass 

the buck to the other guy. 

 

 

4) What is one thing about each other that would surprise people that you can tell 

us about?  

 

CHAD: I can’t think of anything. What you see is what you get with Jeremy. One 

thing that might surprise some people is that he does his own ironing. 

 

JEREMY: Chad is really good with his hands. He's the sort of person who would 

be able to knock up a shed in a couple of afternoons.  I think it may go back to his 

father who ran a woodyard.  I once built some shelves.  All went fine until I put the 

books on them. Never again. 

 

 

5) Where did you meet Paul Simon and why was the reason why "A Teenage 

Failure" was picked over "Homeward Bound"? 

 

JEREMY: I was introduced to Paul by somebody at a Columbia Records bash in 

London.  I have run into him occasionally and to my surprise he remembers 

coming over to my place and playing his material.  I suppose “Teenage Failure” 

was picked because someone at the label thought that it could be a single as it was 

up tempo and had a sort of cheeky British quality.  I certainly don't remember 

fighting for it to be the next single.  I can't recall exactly what else he played that 

day, but you can get an idea from his first solo album for Columbia. 
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CHAD: We met in London. I have no idea why “Homeward Bound” was not 

released as a single. We were young and stupid. Columbia Records had no such 

excuse. They weren’t young, but they were just as stupid obviously. 

 

 

6) Were there any other Paul Simon tunes that you considered recording before he 

left for America? 

 

CHAD: Yes, but I can’t remember the titles. We never got around to recording 

them anyway. 

 

 

7) Did Columbia ever record you for a possible live album back in the 60's?   

 

C&J: No. Our first properly recorded live album was released at the end of 2011. 

    

                                                                  

8) John Barry initially signed you on his label and recorded "Yesterday's Gone" 

which became a hit. Were you disappointed that he left you guys? How do you 

think Chad & Jeremy would of done if you had a producer like George Martin 

(producer of the Beatles) during your career? 

 

CHAD: John bought himself out of his contract with Ember Records and left us in 

the lurch. We were never paid for three top ten singles and two hit albums. Believe 

it or not we are still in litigation after all this time. As for George Martin, I hold 

him in very high regard, but even a man of his brilliance couldn’t make a silk purse 

out of a sow’s ear. Jeremy and I couldn’t hold a candle to Lennon and McCartney. 

We were a casual accident - an actor and a musician who were out of control with 

no clear idea of where we were heading. 

 

JEREMY: Looking back, things would have been very different if John had not 

left the label.  I think we would have had a much more consistent sound.   As it 

was, we were given all sorts of producers, picked by the label of course.   I always 

got on with John and did a musical, “Passion Flower Hotel”, for him in the West 

End. 

 

 

9) Were you fans of "The Beatles" before you came to America in 1964? 

 

C&J : Of course. 
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10) Do people confuse you with Peter and Gordon? What was it like to finally 

work with them before Gordon Waller passed away? 

 

JEREMY: It was a bizarre coincidence that two acoustic duos, each with one 

member who wore glasses, should appear at the same time.   I'd known them 

before any of us were "discovered" as they used to play at the Pickwick Club, one 

of my haunts in the 60's.  Peter & I were - and remain – friends. I used to go over 

to his place in Wigmore Street and chat with him and Paul McCartney, who was 

going out with his sister Jane at the time. Then of course we suggested they take 

over our regular gig at Tina's Bar when we got a record deal.  I think we were all a 

little cheesed off by the confusion although nowadays we happily take credit for 

each other's hits.  Looking back, it's extraordinary that we only performed together 

once, and of course no one then knew that it would be the last chance, although it 

was obvious that Gordon was unwell. 

 

CHAD: It was a bit strange. Peter was and is a very talented and successful 

producer/manager. Gordon wasn’t really present. He was on his way out, sadly. 

 

 

11) What is your favorite record of all-time? 

 

JEREMY: The impossible question.  Probably a Bob Marley collection or 

something obvious like that.  That said, the current fave, the one that keeps 

jumping back onto the deck, is Walter Becker's 2008 album "Circus Money".  Also 

almost anything by Donald Fagen, or the two of them together.  Put me down as a 

real Dan Fan. 

 

CHAD: Dvorak’s new World Symphony by Leonard Bernstein and the New York 

Philharmonic.  

 

 

12) What is your favorite movie of all-time? 

 

JEREMY: Probably "I'm All Right, Jack", a British comedy of the early 60's 

because all my favourite actors are there, including Peter Sellers.  And when 

"Gladiator " is on the telly, I'm hooked yet again, however many times I've seen it. 

 

CHAD: Impossible to say, but “Warhorse” is up there. Also “The Odd Life of 

Timothy Green”. 
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13) Chad, why did you move to Idaho? 

 

CHAD: David Hemmings, the actor/director asked me to come up to work with 

him on a musical. I had been working on cues for a series he was directing back in 

L. A.  

 

 

14) Chad, did you enjoy teaching music, and were Bruce Willis and Demi 

Moore's kids any good? 

 

CHAD: Yes, I did enjoy it when the students had talent. I had a student band called 

the KGB (Ketchum Garage Band). They were really good. Bruce and Demi’s kids 

were definitely talented. I spent most of my time with Rumer who had a great 

voice. She wrote a song for her mother, which really impressed me. I recorded a 

track for her and it turned out well. Scout and Talulah were a bit young for lessons 

at the time. I would have liked to continue but Demi took them all to Malibu and 

that was that. 

 

 

15) Jeremy, you are a relative of the Duke of Wellington, and as a young boy 

you were actually in Queen Elizabeth II’s Coronation . Years later, a picture 

from the Coronation turned up in the papers in England and actually damaged 

Chad & Jeremy’s credibility with the music press in the days of the working-

class ‘Beat Music’ boom. Do you have any memories of this that you can share 

with us? 

 

JEREMY: To have been part of the 1953 Coronation, albeit in a very minor role as 

a page to my grandfather, was an extraordinary privilege, one that seems even 

more amazing as time passes.  It now feels as if I was part of, and can remember, 

the Victorian era.  Certainly, any future coronation will be very different.   As a 12 

year old, one of the privileges of the costume was that it included a sword.  This 

led to some splendid duels with other pages during the waiting around at the 

rehearsal at Westminster Abbey.   And I was introduced by my grandfather to 

Winston Churchill....smaller than you might think, with thinning reddish hair.  Of 

course, when we had our first record out in England, “Yesterdays Gone”, out of the 

files came the pictures and a lot of headlines like "the Duke wore jeans"… not that 

I have any kind of title or anything.  All horribly embarrassing, but our manager at 

the time believed in the "no such thing as bad publicity" concept.   Much later, it 

turns out that Keith Richards was in the choir at the Abbey that day, singing away 

above my head. 
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16) Whatever happened to your original band mates Liam Hill and Ray         

Stiles?  

 

JEREMY: Dunno... ask Chad. 

 

CHAD: Sorry, can’t help you there. 

 

 

17) What is the secret that has kept the two of you together for so long? 

 

CHAD: It’s not much of a secret. Jeremy keeps disappearing to do a play or a TV 

show. If we’d been working together non-stop all these years, we’d have either 

killed each other or hung it up long ago. 

 

JEREMY: We make each other laugh, which certainly helps when on the road.  

And we don't have to live in each other's pockets all the time.  Or on the same 

continent, for that matter. 

 

 

18) What are your personal favorite songs to sing and/or to have written? 

 

JEREMY: Probably the unaccompanied version of “You Are She” that we do on 

stage.  The blend and the harmonies are gorgeous.  It's wonderful to still be able to 

sing together like that. 

 

CHAD: They change with the passage of time. Most writers like what they’ve just 

written. I have a backlog of music which I’m hoping to release on the unsuspecting 

world soon. 

 

 

19) How and when during "The British Invasion" did you know that it was the 

right time for you guys to go to America?  

 

JEREMY: We were brought to the USA by the label to promote the record, and it 

became obvious that we should be close to the action on a more permanent basis.  

In those days a green card was much easier to get, so our manager put it together.  

The so-called British Invasion hadn't really got underway and we were the first to 

play the West Coast.   Later, you couldn't move for Brits, or bands pretending to be 

British. 

 

CHAD: We had no idea. We were completely clueless.  
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20) You appeared on "Batman". What kind of response did you guys get on that 

show? Do you think it helped or hurt you?  

 

JEREMY: It happened because we had both been to drama school and could 

handle a bit of dialogue. Because we were based in LA, we became the Go To 

Guys if there was a bit of comedy involving the British Invasion.  Great fun at the 

time, though it did us no good with the music press.  Now it seems that it was a 

splendid turn of events as it kept us on television and introduced us to a new 

generation. 

 

CHAD: Everybody remembers those episodes. However, I think that in the long 

run, those kind of TV appearances did serious damage to our musical cred. - if we 

ever had any. 

 

 

21) What is the greatest joy that each of you gets playing your music together?   

 

JEREMY: Over the years we have both played and sung with other people, and we 

have both found that it just isn't the same.  Our vocal blend is unique and somehow 

the way we play guitar is just, well, sympathetic.  Not only that, but I know that if I 

bring a new song to Chad he will instantly play the perfect licks. The same cannot 

always be said for other musicians, however brilliant. 

 

CHAD: I can’t speak for Jeremy, but I’m in it for the money. No seriously folks, 

the greatest pleasure I get from performing is making people laugh. Sitting on a 

stool and warbling fifty year old hits is all very well, but after all these years, the 

audience deserves more. 

 

 

22) Where is your favorite place to play?  

 

JEREMY: Anywhere with really good sound, both onstage and in the auditorium.  

Once you know you are in good hands, you can relax.  Some nights are easier than 

others, believe me.  The Barns at Wolftrap are a special favourite, though there are 

others. 

 

CHAD: The Barns at Wolf Trap in Virginia – just outside of DC. 
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23) What song of yours does the audience want to hear the most?  

 

CHAD: “A Summer Song”. 

 

JEREMY:  “A Summer Song”, of course.  I love watching the expression on 

people's faces when we sing it.  You can actually see them transported by the 

music to another time and place. 

 

 

24) What are the future plans for the group and for each of you as individuals?    

 

CHAD: As far as individual plans go, I’m concentrating on my books for children, 

a memoir and all the music I’ve composed over the years. 

 

JEREMY: The British motto from the dark days of World War II is as good as any.  

"Keep Calm & Carry On ".  And with luck, that's what we shall do. 

 

                                                                                                                                 


